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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates if internationalization models can be applied to American e-commerce
ventures. Empirical results show that e-commerce ventures do not follow internationalization models,
in which companies either focus on their national market before expanding to other markets or aim
for an early internationalization. Many e-commerce ventures start with informal exports and then
either formalize these sales channels, either focus only on the US market. The probability of informal
exports declines when firm size increases. These results challenge internationalization models and
call for a revision of them to include informal exports.
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Introduction
E-commerce is one of the major changes of the past years in distribution strategy and consumer
behavior. If e-commerce was mainly limited to early adopters a couple of years ago, it has become a
major way of buying in almost all developed countries. The growth of online buying is still very high
and experts think that its role will be more and more crucial in advertizing, selling and distributing
products. In Norway and Ireland, it represented above 20% of total commerce sales in 2010. In Korea,
it grew 7 times between 2001 and 2010. In Australia, its growth rate in 2008 was more than 8-fold its
growth rate in 2001 (OECD, June 2011 update). More than simply a change in consumer behavior or
a simple added sales channel on an existing market, the Internet has reshaped the perception of
business and national frontiers. E-commerce has lowered barriers to entry and increased
international competition, allowing companies to enter foreign markets quicker and with a lower
investment than before the Internet was common to use. These lowered barriers to entry allow
smaller companies to internationalize (European Commission, 2010).
The Internet gives consumers and companies new abilities, like the one to access information from
anywhere in the world and the one to buy or sell quickly with cheap dematerialized international
payments systems. The fact that this shift is linked with technological tools does not mean that
technology alone created it. New ways of thinking and conceptualizing companies markets impact
strategic management decisions, including the timing, scope and way of internationalization. This
paper does not analyze the technological side of e-commerce, but rather its impact on
internationalization strategy. Internationalization has become a critical issue for both firms' growth
and firms' competition analysis. The easier possibility to entry new markets is a key driver for growth
and the new capacity of foreigners to compete on a national market has to be taken into account in
firms' strategy.
Researches mainly focused recently on the shift in the internationalization models. They showed that
traditional international models were disrupted by the presence of "international new ventures" or
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"born-global firms" (McDougall, 1994; Knight, 2004). The main idea of this conceptual shift is that
some companies aim directly to an international market, sometimes even global market, very early in
their development and do not follow the incremental way of internationalizing described in
traditional models. Some researchers debate about the relevance of these concepts and the
possibility to include them into traditional models (Johanson J. a., 2009). Others researchers prefer to
oppose the two different approaches as if it was two different possibilities for companies (Chetty,
2004) and analyzed performances of the two strategies (Zahra, 2000).
However, applying these two conceptual frameworks to American e-commerce ventures gives
paradoxical results. The presence of informal way of exporting for many very small companies and
the fact that many bigger companies do not export brought us to analyze these issues in details. The
first idea was to analyze the rationale being strategic choices like traditional internationalization
evolution and born-global company. It ended up showing another internationalization pattern, not
included in either of the two models.
The purpose of this paper is to show that most of e-commerce ventures follow none of the
international models. E-commerce firms usually aim first for a global market in an informal manner
and then either restrict on their national market, either legalize their international sales. Thus this
empirical results call for a revision of the main internationalization models to include informal
internationalization. This paper is not discussing about how regulation should react to this trend or
how to include these results in current models, but only tries to show the scope of informal
internationalization in e-commerce strategies and how this phenomenon is not included in current
models.
Modeling companies' internationalization is very challenging. This is also a critical academic work to
provide a way of analyzing economic policies, legal decision or strategic choices. Our goal is not to
provide a new model or even an evolution of current models. The point of this study is only to show
the limitations of current models in the e-commerce industry. It is an opening to other analyses and
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possible models evolution and does not challenge the expertise of current researches; only their
applicability in the e-commerce industry.
This paper is composed of four sections. First, there is a quick presentation of the current
international models and legal issues raised by e-commerce informal exports. Then, there is a
presentation of the theory and hypothesis used in this study. This second part shows what the results
of the study should be according to current international models. Data collection and analysis
methods are presented in the third part. Eventually results of the study and how these results are
not yet included in current models are demonstrated in the last part.
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Background and related literature
This paper calls for a revision of current internationalization models. The first step is then to sum up
quickly these main internationalization models to understand how they would predict results of our
study. This is the purpose of this part, which also contain a short discussion on the legal issues raised
by informal exportation.
Internationalization Theories and Conceptual foundations
International trade is a major concern of both governments and firms. Thus internationalization
process has been largely studied before the Internet era, mainly in Northern Europe with the
"Uppsala model" (Johanson, 1977) and the POM model (Luostarinen, 1980), and in the US (Cavusgil S.
G., 1982; Bilkey, 1977). There are some small differences in these models but not on the issues raised
in this article, so both of them are included in what we refer as "traditional models". The focusing
point in this article is about the fact that both of these models considered internationalization as an
incremental process. This means a company first focuses on its local or national market, and then has
to achieve a certain number of steps between the pure national market approaches to an
international strategy.
Evidences showed that these models were very relevant and accurate when they were created,
around 1980, but empirical studies have challenged them from the beginning of the 90s. In different
places of the world, many firms reported a different evolution, with a very early internationalization
which does not fulfill the different stages described by traditional models. These empirical studies
lead to the creation of a new internationalization concept, with companies called born-global firms
(Rennie, 1993) or new international ventures (McDougall, 1994). Here again, this article does not
focus on the difference between these concepts, because the main point is about the timing of
internationalization, which is the same in both born-global and new international ventures. It is also
important to keep in mind that the relevance of a real distinction between born-global firms and
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traditional internationalization models is a sticking point between researchers (Fan, 2007) and this
paper is not discussing about the relevance of this distinction but rather showing that the informal
internationalization of e-commerce ventures is not included yet in either of them.
The born-global concept
Globalization and telecommunication technologies brought a new way of seeing international
strategy with companies aiming for international very soon after their creation. These companies can
be selling abroad right from their creations, exporting to very distant market less than two years
after their foundation or entering many markets at the same time. The emergence of born-global
companies is a trend in several countries including Australia (Rennie, 1993), Finland (Autio, 2000),
Norway, Denmark or France (Moen, 2002) and these firms' targets are now increasingly moving to
"emerging markets", including Brazil, Mexico, Saudi Arabia or India (Cavusgil T. a., 2009).
The rationale behind this quicker internationalization decision is probably different in each company.
However, evidences showed that early internationalization is positively correlated with firm results
because "early pursuit of international opportunity induces greater entrepreneurial behavior and
confers a growth advantage" (Autio, 2000).
Legal issues
The purpose of this paper is not to discuss legal issues about US companies selling directly to foreign
consumer. These issues are very technical, different for each country and often a sort of legal grey
area. A quotation from the US Commercial Services about the VAT issue for US companies selling to
the EU sum up the ambiguity of the process: "VAT is applied in the place of supply of a good or
service.[..JUS to EU B2C relations: The place of supply on direct sales from U.S. based companies to EU
consumers is the U.S. [...] However, since VAT is chargeable, a good commercial practice is to remind
the customer that VAT might be collected on delivery by the local authorities." (U.S. Commercial
Services, 2011). The fact that the place of supply is the US means that the VAT rate applicable should
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be the US one. However, VAT can be charged on delivery, with the local authority rate, so VAT can be
charged twice. Feedbacks on Internet usually tally about the fact that low price products buyers are
not often asked to pay custom taxes and VAT. The fact that payments are not systematic shows the
grey area aspect of this legal issue.
It is then logical that most e-commerce website do not have enough resources to put a clear
internationalization process for all countries. So they have four main possibilities: focusing only on
the US market, selling through a specialized company, selling through a subsidiary or just sending the
product to consumer without really caring about the legal issues. In this study, the last possibility is
called "informal export".
In case of informal exports, some websites mention that duties and taxes could be collected at
delivery; other put in the terms and conditions that customer is in responsible for all duty rate; some
do not mention anything about this custom issue. As written above, this paper will not differentiate
legal or illegal processes. The point here is to analyze the role of informal exports in e-commerce
internationalization strategies and development. So in this study all the direct export to foreign
consumers without subsidiary are labeled "informal" without distinction. A richer analysis with a
legal point of view would be one of the possible next steps of this study.
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Theory and Hypothesis
In developing if international models are applicable to e-commerce ventures internationalization,
there two main internationalization timing. Companies following the traditional models would be
gradually international and "born-global" firms would be international very quickly or right from the
start. Following these theories, the evolution of the e-commerce ventures landscape should be first
composed of websites selling only in the US, then websites with an early stage international strategy
and eventually an incremental part of websites selling abroad. Thus the part of websites selling only
in the US should decline with time and company size. The rate of declining should be linked with the
repartition between "traditional internationalization" and "born-global". Informal exports is
supposed to be linked with a resource shortage and a choice to export even without having the
capacity to completely study legal issues and supply chain issues. So the part of websites selling
trough these informal exports should decline with time and company size.
H1. A website's authority is positively related with the probability that this website exports.
Internationalization is closely linked with firm development. Even if small size does not prevent a firm
to export, large firms have higher probability of engaging in international activities (Calof, 1993). One
of the best ways of measuring a website importance is to measure its authority. There is correlation
between company size and PageRank (Upstill, 2003), and PageRank should also be correlated with
the efforts a company is putting in its Internet presence. Thus website authority should be positively
related with the probability of exporting. Moreover, authority usually takes time to established and
authority website can be seen as more mature and established business. Following
internationalization models, authority website have a higher probability to export because they are
in a more advanced state of development.
H2. A website's authority is positively related with the probability that its exports are made through
subsidiaries or through a specialized company and not through informal exports.
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Informal exports are neither clearly legal nor illegal. Moreover, there is a risk of deceiving consumers
if they have to pay customs and duties, even if there are aware of this possibility. Thus informal
exports are not a clear strategic choice for large scale websites aiming to have an international
strategy. It can be a transitional state, a way of studying foreign market possibilities or a marginal
revenue, but not a viable long-run strategy. However it can seem like a good risk-reward trade-off,
especially because it is a grey area and there is no clear risk or punishment. Moreover, small and
medium companies usually lack international knowledge and then do not have a proper idea of the
price of internationalization (Eriksson, 1997) and overestimate it. Informal exports are an easy way of
selling abroad, but company development usually brings a better international knowledge and then
the capacity to develop a real formal internationalization. For all these reasons, informal exports
should decrease when website authority increases.
H3. A website's age is positively related with the probability that this website exports.
Internationalization models always go from a national market to a sum of different markets. Even if
companies sometimes fail their internationalization and retract from a country, this is an
idiosyncratic risk and do not have real statistical impact. Even if the age of a website and the age of
the company are not always related, both international models consider that companies 'probability
to be international increase with time.
H4. A website's age is positively related with the probability that its exports are made through
subsidiaries or through a specialized company and not through informal exports.
As explained for the second hypothesis, informal exports are supposed to be transitional state so
there should be replaced by subsidiaries or contracts with specialized companies when a firm grows.
H5. A website's traffic is positively related with the probability that this website exports.
Traffic is one of the key indicators of an e-commerce website size. This indicator is accurate only
because all the websites analyzed have the same business model, which is e-commerce. Firm size is
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correlated with probability to export (Calof, 1993) and traffic is the most common indicator of a
website size, so internationalization models agree to say that traffic and probability to export should
be correlated.
H6. A website's traffic is positively related with the probability that its exports are made through
subsidiaries or through a specialized company and not through informal exports.
As explained for the second hypothesis, informal exports are supposed to be transitional state so
there should be replaced by subsidiaries or contracts with specialized companies when a firm grows.
The rationale behind our choice to validate or invalidate this statement with three different variables
is the fact that none of them is completely perfect, so similarities and disparities in the results would
give a better understanding of the situation. The same rationale does also explain why we are
studying export probability using these three different variables.
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Data and Methods
A total of 130 e-commerce websites have been analyzed for this empirical study. They have been
chosen in different industries but usually cover more than the majority of their industry. The choice
of covering whole industry has been made to prevent industry specific size and behavior. An industry
analysis could be one of the possible next steps of this paper.
Data collection
To test above hypotheses, we used data from multiples public sources. This multiplicity has been
chosen on purpose to analyze coherence of the results. There is no well-known framework to classify
e-commerce websites and confronting variables reduce the risk of a methodological bias.
Websites authority has been measured using two well-spread ranking systems on Internet: Google
PageRank and SEOMoz Domain Authority. Google PageRank is an 11-points logarithmic scale, going
from 0 to 10. It measures authority with the number of links coming from others pages and websites.
Google PageRank is a webpage rank and not a domain one, so data gathering has always been done
on the website homepage. There is a bias with this method, but studies show that homepage was
almost always a website highest PageRank (Upstill, 2003). SEOMoz Domain Authority is a 101-points
logarithmic scale, going from 0 to 100. It measures the capacity of a domain to rank well on Google.
The result comes from an aggregation of other metrics and aim to take as many factors into account
as the Google algorithm does (http://www.seomoz.org/learn-seo/domain-authority). These two
authority metrics are used in Search Engine Optimization and there is a possibility that some website
over perform because of better Search Engine Optimization. However, there is no better authority
measurement for websites publically available. Both of these metrics can be gathered using Firefox
or Google Chrome add-on.
Website age is measured using domain age. This does not mean that the website has been an e-
commerce venture from the start or that it was already the same company. It could even be a
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domain parking, thus an unused domain name, for years and still be counted in the domain age. Old
domain names are usually more expensive and even if the domain has been transferred, there
should be a correlation between this investment and the company resources. The age measurement
has been done using http://archive.org.
Website traffic is not a publically available data. However, it is possible to estimate it using Alexa
toolbar results. Alexa toolbar uses an open scale ranking of all websites on the Internet. Thus a high
Alexa toolbar result means a small number of visitors. Alexa toolbar's accuracy is debatable. However,
this empirical study has been done on American websites, where Alexa is said to be the most
accurate, and the purpose is to measure a general trend and not some specific results.
None of the above variable is perfect to measure a website state of development. However, if the
results tally, the probability that the website is actually in the guessed state of development is very
high. These variables can have evolved during the data gathering time. However, because the
experience is to analyze correlation between the internationalization strategy of a website and these
points of data at time t, these changes do not affect the data relevance.
Variable measurement
There a many possibilities of e-commerce website internationalization. To have a measurable
variable, all the possibilities have been gathered together in 4 main internationalization states:
- Not exporting: some websites clearly explain that they do not sell outside the US. In other
websites, the checkout page is aiming only for the US market. For example, state name is a
required field with a dropdown list containing only the US states. Eventually, website where
ordering in other countries than the US linked to errors were considered "not exporting" one.
- Informal exports: As described in the introduction of this paper, many websites do sell
abroad by sending their products to foreign countries and letting consumers take care about
customs and duties. Some websites explain clearly this situation; others do not give any
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details. Being in this category does not mean that a website often sells abroad but only that
it is possible, even if this website does not have any subsidiary in the buyer country and does
not use a specialized company. It could be possible that some of these websites would not
fulfill their foreign orders and try to cancel them after explaining the situation to a potential
consumer. We did not buy on this website for real, but only tried to do all the steps before
payment, and there were possible on these websites with a foreign address.
US and Canada: because of the free trade agreement between the US and Canada, some
website allow only American and Canadian orders.
Non informal exports: there are two main ways of exporting with a formal strategy: with
subsidiaries or with a specialized company. Both have been gathered in the same category
because this is not the internationalization strategy decision analyzed in this study.
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Results and discussion
The purpose of this data analysis is to establish if there is a correlation between e-commerce
ventures development phases and internationalization. Because there is no framework to study in
which stage an e-commerce website currently is, three aspects are analyzed. The first one is the
website authority, the second the domain age and the last one the number of visitors. For each of
these aspects, two theories are tested. The first one is that a developed website probability of selling
abroad is higher than the probability of a less developed one. The second is that a developed
website probability to export in an informal way is lower than the probability of a less developed one.
These three aspects and two theories bring a total of three hypotheses. If the results tally,
conclusions will be strongly supported. Different results on different aspect would be a call for
another, more detailed, study.
Results
H1. A website's authority is positively related with the probability that this website exports.
Two variables have been used to analyze the impact of a website authority on its internationalization
strategy: Google PageRank and SEOMoz Domain Authority. The following graph shows the evolution
of internationalization strategies ranked by PageRank:
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FIgure 1: Internationalization strategy by PageRank
The general trend follows the main international models and would confirm the hypothesis H1.
However, these results can be hedged by the fact that most e-commerce websites have a PageRank
between 2 and 7 (92% of the sample analyzed). Thus, results of the extreme points are mainly
influenced by a small number of websites and not statistically relevant. Here is the PageRank
repartition of the sample analyzed:
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Internationalization
strategy by PageRank
N % not exporting M % of informal exports
* % of US and Canada N % of non informal exports
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Figure 2: PageRank repartition
Results show a drastic increase of probability that a website exports between PR 2 and PR3 (from
50% to 81%). However, from PR3 to PR7, results are completely incoherent with internationalization
models. Following these models, percentage of websites exporting ranked by PageRank should
increase and the empirical results show the opposite trend. This is not a secondary phenomenon or a
challenge for the models only for a specific targeted kind of websites because this range (PR 3 to 7)
represents 83% of the websites of the sample analyzed.
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PR repartition
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Figure 3: Percentage of websites exporting ranked by PageRank
Domain authority scale is more opened than the PageRank one, so there is more disparity of results.
The complete scale has been used for the analysis. The website analyzed with the lowest domain
authority had a score of 13.
Figure 4: Domain Authority repartition
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Because of the disparity of results, trend is harder to read. However, a linear regression shows an
almost flat pattern. The authority scale is logarithmic, so a strong correlation between authority and
exportations should have been found.
Figure S: Percentage of exporting websites compared to domain authority score
If neither Google PageRank nor SEOMoz domain authority is a perfect measurement of authority,
results tally to show that the hypothesis is invalidated. Both scales are logarithmic, which means that
the difference between middle-ranked and high-ranked websites should be high and it is the case is
none of the two experiments.
These empirical results invalidate the hypothesis H1. There is no positive relation between a website
authority and the probability that this website exports.
H2. A website's authority is positively related with the probability that its exports are made through
subsidiaries or through a specialized company and not through informal exports.
The H1 results show the complete results with the different way of exporting. Unlike in the H1
analyze, the lowest and highest PR websites can be taken or not be taken into account because do
not change the results.
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Percentage of exporting websites
compared to domain authority score
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Figure 6: Percentage of exporting websites doing it informally compared to PageRank
Percentage of exporting websites
doing it informally compared to
PageRank
Figure 7: Percentage of exporting websites doing It informally compared to PageRank
Domain authority results are not as clear as PR one about the correlation between authority and
informal exports. Linear regression shows a general declining in informal exports but would not be
sufficient to conclude anything by itself. However, the fact that PR results are really clear and that
results tally about a declining rate of informal exports with the increase of website authority allow
you to conclude that H2 is validated.
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Percentage of exporting websites
doing it informally compared to
PageRank
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Figure 8: Percentage of exporting websites doing it informally compared to domain authority
These empirical results lend support to H2. A website's authority is positively related with the
probability that its exports are made through subsidiaries or through a specialized company and not
through informal exports.
H3. A website's age is positively related with the probability that this website exports.
The pattern of the general results suffers from the disparity of data and the fact that some domain
ages have only a few data points and can be hedged by specific situations. However, there is clearly
no trend toward a reduction of not exporting websites.
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Figure 9: Internationalization strategy by domain age
Domain age repartition shows that there are not enough data points for young domains. Only more
than 10 year old domains have been used for the linear regression analysis. However, according to
internationalization models, results should also be visible on this part.
domain age repartition
25
15 1
Figure 10: domain age repartition
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Linear regression on the 10 year old to 16 year old domains does not show any real increase in the
internationalization of older domains. The only point showing a real increase is the last one, but it is
not enough to validate H3.
Percentage of websites exporting
ranked by domain age
-% exporting - Lin6aire (% exporting)
92%
R= 0,2764
60% 60%
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Figure 11: Percentage of websites exporting ranked by domain age
These empirical results do not fully support H3. However, they do not completely invalidate it.
Complementary studies using company age could be a next step of this paper to get a more refined
conclusion on the impact of a website age on its international strategy.
H4. A website's age is positively related with the probability that its exports are made through
subsidiaries or through a specialized company and not through informal exports.
Linear regression shows that domain age and informal exports are correlated. This results can be
found either using all the data or only the point where there are enough data to be statistically
relevant.
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Percentage of exporting websites
doing it informally compared to
domain age
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Figure 12: Percentage of exporting websites doing It informally compared to domain age
Figure 13: Percentage of exporting websites doing It informally compared to domain age
Empirical results lend support to H4. A website's age is positively related with the probability that its
exports are made through subsidiaries or through a specialized company and not through informal
exports.
HS. A website's traffic is positively related with the probability that this website exports.
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Alexa toolbar is an open-scale ranking. To prevent smallest website, which have the highest Alexa
rank, to have more weight than largest website, this analysis has been made using the logarithm of
the Alexa rank. Most Internet scale being logarithmic, this choice is coherent with the rest of our
results.
The repartition of Alexa ranks between exporting and non exporting websites does not show any
difference. Both are very wide and their median are very close. None exporting repartition is bit
wider, as show the first and ninth deciles, however there is no way of concluding about the validity of
HS.
Exporting strategy compared to alexa rank
XX
X
exporting non exporting
X Minimum X Maximum
Figure 14: Exporting strategy compared to alexa rank
These empirical results do not support HS. However, they do not invalidate it either. Complementary
studies using real number of visitors would give a more refined idea of a possible correlation
between number of visitors and international strategy.
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H6. A website's traffic is positively related with the probability that its exports are made through
subsidiaries or through a specialized company and not through informal exports.
There are strong difference in Alexa rank repartitions of informal exporters, "US and Canada only"
exporters and formal exporters. First, formal exporter median is lower than informal exporter first
decile and that means that a medium size formal exporter has more visitors than one of the top 10%
informal exporters. "US and Canada only" is quite average and no conclusion can be draw about this
category using these data. However, the size difference between informal and formal exporters
speaks for itself.
Internationalization strategy compared to alexa
rank
X
2 -
US and Canada
XMinimum ZMaximum
Formal exporting
Figure 15: Internationalization strategy compared to alexa rank
Empirical results lend support to H6. A website's traffic is positively related with the probability that
its exports are made through subsidiaries or through a specialized company and not through informal
exports.
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The results tally to invalidate the theory saying that a developed website probability to sell abroad is
higher than the probability of a less developed one. The results also tally to validate that a developed
website probability to export in an informal way is lower than the probability of a less developed one.
All these results could be evaluated together using a multinomial choice model. This advanced
regression model would be a relevant next step of this paper.
Paradox and challenges for internationalization models
Internationalization models always go from a national level to a multi-market approach. This trend
should have supported H1, H3 and H5. However, empirical results do not lend support to any of
these hypotheses and even invalidated the first one. Neither the Uppsala model (Johanson, 1977),
the POM model (Luostarinen, 1980) or the born-global model (Rennie, 1993) include a possibility for
a "nationalization" of firms, which means a reduction of the number of market where companies sell.
The invalidation of H1 goes in this direction and this is a challenge for internationalization models.
This does not mean that these models are not relevant anymore but only that they do not include
informal transactions yet and that these transactions are crucial to understand e-commerce
internationalization strategies. This paper does not propose any modification of these models to
include informal exports, but it is one of the most relevant next steps.
Validation of hypotheses H2, H4 and H6 shows that informal exports probability is declining when
firm size is increasing. This is consistent with current internationalization models and a review of
them to include informal exports in them should be possible.
Discussion
Empirical results show that the probability to export is not correlated with a website authority, age
or size. Is some of the results are not really clear about the fact that hypotheses are invalidated, the
fact that none of them is validated shows that internationalization models are not followed. However,
the way of exporting is correlated with these variables and informal exports probability is less and
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less important when firm size increases. A possible explanation is the fact that e-commerce ventures
use informal exports as a way of testing foreign market and formalize the situation when these tests
show a real opportunity. Another possibility is the fact that small companies do not pay a lot of
attention to their way of exporting and are willing to take the risk to sell in a grey area until they
achieve a critical mass where they need to formalize the situation because the risk-reward balance
have changed.
There a several limitations to this study. First, this study compared different websites and infers from
their respective authority, age and size, that they were equivalent of a company evolution. This
assumption could be challenge and case studies following companies' evolutions would be a possible
way of analyzing if these results are coherent. Second, no variable is a perfect indicator of a company
state of development and extreme results could not be used even if e-commerce is a relatively new
industry and the most mature companies could lead the rest of this industry in one direction.
Excluding leaders from the study was required by the impossibility to have enough data and so a
relevant statistical analysis, but it also excludes an analysis of current trends and possible future
evolution. Future research should try to use more reliable data, like real number of visitors and
website age if possible (these data are private and can be very sensitive). Third, e-commerce is still a
young industry and very specific for internationalization, one could argue that the importance of
informal exports is only temporary. There is no way of knowing that when this paper is written. Lastly,
an analysis by industry would probably have more refined results than a general study. This study
consciously ignores industry specification to analyze general trends, but including them could provide
more precise results.
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Data
Table1: Variables and Definitions
Standard
Variable Definition Mean Deviation Source
alexa rank Open-scale ranking of websites' number of visitors using Alexa Toolbar. 1752357 4115041 Publically available
11-points logarithmic scale, going from 0 to 10. Part of Google algorithm.
Google PageRank (home) This variable is linked with the homepage and not the complete website. 4,292 1,745 Publically available
101-points logarithmic scale, going from 0 to 100
Domain Authority variable provided by SEOMoz and aiming to replicated
SEOMoz Domain Authority Google algorithm. 56,677 22,095 Publically available
domain age Age of the domain used by the e-commerce website 11,448 3,706 Publically available
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Table2: Complete data used in this study
Google PR
url internationalization step alexa rank (home) SEOMoz DA domain age
http://shop.housingworks.org/ US only 129161 5 75 15
http://www.abebooks.com subsidiary 3861 8 91 16
http://www.alibris.coml informal exports 7300 7 85 14
http://www.amazon.com subsidiary 11 9 100 14
http://www.barnesandnoble.com informal exports 639 8 98 14
http://www.betterworldbooks.com informal exports 18573 7 77 13
http://www.biblio.com informal exports 30909 7 79 14
http://www.bookcloseouts.com informal exports 107309 5 60 13
http://www.booksamillion.com/ informal exports 28180 6 83 15
http://www.christianbook.com informal exports 5968 6 84 16
http://www.discountbooksale.com US only 1567982 1 30 11
http://www.doubledaybookclub.com US only 10526 5 48 14
http://www.half.ebay.com/ US only 21 7 97 15
http://www.horizontalbooks.com US only 17531399 2 20 3
http://www.hpbmarketplace.com informal exports 158618 4 34 #N/A
http://www.pagelbook.com US and Canada 2297823 5 49 16
http://www.petescheapbooks.com informal exports 24192243 3 20 2
http://www.powells.com/ informal exports 20351 7 91 14
http://www.strandbooks.com informal exports 131522 6 72 12
http://www.textbooksrus.com US only 109422 4 48 10
http://www.valorebooks.com/ US only 89182 5 54 10
http://www.walmart.com US only 199 7 96 16
http://purepawsorder.com US only 9635845 0 14 #N/A
http://www.1800petmeds.com/ informal exports 14090 5 73 11
http://www.achooallergy.com/ US only 170518 5 61 11
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http://www.cherrybrook.com/ US only 132443 5 53 14
http://www.crazvpetshop.com informal exports 4495540 2 19 8
http://www.dog.com US and Canada 53791 5 70 15
http://www.doggievogue.com informal exports 406127 3 45 7
http://www.dogsupplies.com/ informal exports 59866 4 52 #N/A
http://www.drsfostersmith.com/ US only 12570 6 77 12
http://www.ez-groom.com informal exports 1711775 2 33 12
http://www.happytailsspa.com/ informal exports 654593 3 53 8
http://www.iefferspet.com US and Canada 157532 4 65 #N/A
http://www.kvsupply.com informal exports 124641 5 61 2
http://www.evolutionsupply.com informal exports 1215179 3 59 5
http://www.mystic-sea.net informal exports 13297213 3 19 3
http://www.naturesspecialtiesmfg.com informal exports 11605921 3 35 11
http://www.onlynaturalpet.com/ informal exports 66630 4 62 8
http://www.petco.com Ishop-america 5388 5 81 8
http://www.petedge.comL informal exports 48450 4 58 11
http://www.petmountain.com US only 89408 4 45 11
http://www.petshampoo.com informal exports 8983538 1 21 12
http://www.petsmart.com/ informal exports 5364 6 83 11
http://www.Poshpuppyboutigue.com informal exports 130279 4 54 4
http://www.showdogstore.com/ informal exports 1457933 3 41 7
http://www.walgreens.com US only 1393 7 87 15
http://www.adventureharley.com informal exports 554998 4 52 4
http://www.americancustom.com/ US and Canada 2421896 3 32 16
http://www.andysautosport.com/ informal exports 23661 5 73 13
http://www.axiomcvcles.com US only 2491093 3 25 7
http://www.chaparral-racing.com informal exports 153698 3 48 14
http://www.chopperscycle.com/ informal exports 2222460 2 32 11
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US only 3601717 2 38 13
http://www.directharleyparts.com informal exports 1616309 2 39 4
http:/www.easternperformance.com informal exports 1135168 3 37 14
http://www.harlev-davidson.com subsidiary 9804 6 90 16
http://www.jcwhitney.com Bongo 12584 5 72 14
http://www.imcvcles.com informal exports 36446 5 64 12
http://www.kurvakyn.com informal exports 166089 4 62 14
http://www.latus-harlev-davidson.com US only 351078 3 38 7
http://www.leatherup.com/ US only 41706 4 61 12
http://www.milwaukeeironcycle.com US only 13515469 2 21 5
http://www.motorcycle-superstore.com US and Canada 12895 5 68 14
http://www.planetharley.com US only 682125 3 39 10
http://www.realhog.com/ informal exports 342351 3 36 6
http://www.shopronniesharleydavidson.com US only 2285722 2 17 3
http://www.skullmanonline.com informal exports 2857530 2 33 10
http://www.sscycle.com informal exports 609316 5 60 15
http://www.suburbanharley.com informal exports 11560991 4 43 14
http://www.surdyke.com US only 505090 4 52 13
http://beckersurf.com informal exports 338031 4 53 14
http://dipndive.com US and Canada 1581430 3 40 11
http://seavenger.com informal exports 611664 4 56 11
http://www.diveprodivegear.com informal exports 1302095 4 32 5
http://www.diversdirect.com informal exports 391321 5 50 13
http://www.divers-supply.com informal exports 229265 4 50 16
http://www.evo.com informal exports 31276 5 69 13
http://www.ioediveramerica.com informal exports 508478 4 61 11
http://www.leisurepro.com informal exports 79658 5 57 13
http://www.overstock.com FiftyOne 699 6 89 13
http://www.primescuba.com informal exports 609833 3 36 14
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informal exports 71800 4 59 5,
http://www.scuba.com informal exports 105874 4 58 15
http://www.sportchalet.com US only 40919 5 66 15
http://www.swimoutlet.com US and Canada 20995 5 55 10
http://www.wetsuitwearhouse.com informal exports 264508 3 38 7
http://shop.nordstrom.com FiftyOne 949 6 89 13
http://www.6pm.com/ US only 1624 5 70 14
http://www.adidas.com subsidiary 3961 7 94 16
http://www.aldoshoes.com subsidiary 10732 5 74 14
http://www.bakersshoes.com Ishop-america 57219 5 61 12
http://www.bluefly.com informal exports 5498 6 79 14
http://www.converse.com subsidiary 21382 6 86 15
http://www.dsw.com informal exports 4871 5 75 16
http://www.endless.com subsidiary 3061 7 81 16
http://www.famousfootwear.com US only 14927 1 66 13
http://www.justfab.com/ US and Canada 9966 4 54 12
http://www.kohls.com US only 711 6 91 14
http://www.loft.com US only 8830 2 73 9
http://www.mvhabit.com informal exports 1991 8 75 10
http://www.onlineshoes.com US only 10189 5 69 14
http://www.shoebuy.com informal exports 5031 7 81 13
http://www.shoecarnival.com US only 47904 4 57 14
http://www.shoes.com informal exports 8422 6 72 16
http://www.stevemadden.com/ informal exports 19163 5 73 15
http://www.toms.com/ US only 10011 6 82 12
http://www.zappos.com US only 691 3 92 13
http://wwwl.macys.com FiftyOne 589 7 89 16
http://66.132.246.130/para-service informal exports #N/A 0 13 #N/A
http://www.baddogservices.com US only 11425350 3 26 10
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89 16http://www.rei.com informal exports 2533 7
http://www.chutingstar.com informal exports 1207164 3 38 9
http://www.cookiecomposites.com/ informal exports 3022271 4 43 9
http://www.gravitygear.com informal exports 4280182 4 34 10
http://www.skydivestore.com informal exports 3538673 3 38 10
http://www.skvsvstemsusa.com informal exports 8823639 3 31 6
http://www.squarel.com informal exports 2561924 2 39 12
http://www.unfeathered.com US only #N/A 2 19 12
http://www.bigbadtoystore.com informal exports 23314 4 60 12
http://www.midtowncomics.com informal exports 82496 5 56 14
http://www.alteregocomics.com informal exports 1096926 4 48 9
http://www.comicsinfinity.com informal exports 237124 3 35 12
http://www.cornerstorecomics.com informal exports 2237124 3 34 10
http://westfieldcomics.com informal exports 1065835 4 48 12
http://www.magiccomics-hobbies.com informal exports 20996237 1 16 1
http://www.tfaw.com informal exports 70282 5 66 14
http://store.kotous.com informal exports 200087 3 54 6
http://www.wickedcoolstuff.com US and Canada 1552982 4 43 13
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http://www.boneheadcomp~osites.com informal exports 7254515 3 42 13
